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ABSTRACT
The Line is a series of exaggerated
contemporary jewelry “products” that
engage the audience through collecting,
marketing, and nostalgia. It grew from
a dissatisfaction with the world of
“contemporary jewelry,” or “art jewelry,”
or “author jewelry,” or whatever people
are calling the field now (assuming
they’re calling it anything).
The Line pushes against the rarely
questioned conventions of contemporary
jewelry by playing along with them
(sometimes even playing a little rough).
This work intentionally walks on the lines
between jewelry and art, and between
art and product: lines that exist whether
we want them to or not, but which can
and should be blurred if contemporary
jewelry is to break out of the liminal
space it exists in now.

THE LINE ™ By Hannah Oatman™

Mission Statement

Hello, and welcome to The Line™! We are so happy you’ve chosen our
______________ products. We see The Line as a(n) ______________ brand.
ADJECTIVE

ADJECTIVE

We are committed to providing a(n) ______________ experience unlike any
ADJECTIVE

other. Tired of jewelry that doesn’t fit your ______________ aesthetic? We love
ADJECTIVE

______________, ______________, and ______________ as much as you
NOUN

NOUN

NOUN

do, and we have created the best ______________ jewelry for a new generation of
ADJECTIVE

______________ people who are passionate about ______________. We make
ADJECTIVE

NOUN

______________ products designed to fit into your ______________ life. We
ADJECTIVE

ADJECTIVE

think that no matter who you are, jewelry is all about ______________ . Don’t believe
NOUN

us? Try our ______________ jewelry and experience the ______________
ADJECTIVE

ADJECTIVE

transformation for yourself. Let’s build something ______________ together.
ADJECTIVE

Word Bank
ADJECTIVES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eco-Friendly
Gameified
Lifestyle
Content-driven
Feminist
Nostalgic

•
•
•
•
•
•

Toxin-free
Millenial
Boss bitch
Immersive
Empowering
Social

NOUNS
• Sustainability
• Strong
women
• Millenials
• The internet
• Self Care

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identity
Thirst traps
Sparking joy
Y2K
Inspo
Content
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HANNAH OATMAN

ART/TIME DISCOBALL BASE WITH DEFAULT CHARMS
Surrounded by assorted charm sets. Photo by Ian Shiver.

On The Line™
Throw out your pearl studs. Toss away your tiny

So where to begin, you may very well ask? Not with

cross pendant. Take your rose gold bangle straight

a pair of earrings—no, they’re too small, too safe,

to goodwill. I’ve got two words for you, friend:

and too cheap. You need something big, bold and

Contemporary Jewelry.

beautiful. Something that will make you special

What is contemporary jewelry, you may very well
ask? It is the answer to all your prayers: it’s art that
you can show off without the hassle of letting people

and them jealous. Something that will get you the
attention you deserve. Something that will make
you deserving of attention in the first place.

into your house. It’s jewelry that transforms you into

Allow me to introduce The Line™, Hannah Oatman™’s

your most beautiful, interesting, cultured, unique

range of contemporary jewelry products, all of

self. Nobody else you know has it; you are the coolest

which are completely handmade by machines and

person in the room, on the street, or at the grocery

also by her hands. This jewelry is sparkly, glamorous,

store. “I like your pin,” the checkout lady will say, to

interesting, and fun—just like you! It is affordable

which you will respond: “Thank you, it’s actually a

(did you hear that, Dorothea Prühl*?), wearable

brooch. It was handmade by an artist.”

(Lauren Kalman* who?) unpretentious (get right

That’s brooch as in B-R-O-O-C-H, rhymes with
poach, not pooch. Who wears brooches anymore,
you may very well ask? People who are tired of
wearing tiny, barely-there enamel pins. People who

out of town, Ruudt Peters*), and most importantly,
it could be yours! There is enough jewelry to go
around—but only while supplies last. And here’s the
best part: you have three series to choose from.

enjoy those little plastic/metal/paper admissions
tags they get at museums, but crave something
more. People who aren’t afraid to wear their
personality like a badge of honor on their chest.
People like you.

*Wondering who TF this is? Head on over to Google and look ‘em up!
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On The Line™
Collect Me!™
Art Over Time™
Build Your Own!™

The Line Product Catalogue

Collect Me!

COLLECT ME! BLIND BOX
Box contents will vary. Photo by Ian Shiver.

Collect Me!™
Collect Me!™ is a limited edition of 50 brooches
which come in multiple value tiers, but as they
increase in value, they also increase in scarcity.
Each brooch comes unassembled with instructions
in a blind box, so you don’t know which brooch
you will get until after you buy it. There are nine
possible styles—which one will be yours? You might
get one of the ten acrylic cast brass Dreamboat™
brooches, but if you’re lucky, you’ll get the goldplated, hand-fabricated, premium acrylic, one-ofa-kind Unicorn™ brooch! All brooches are sold at
the same low price—buy a brooch, try your luck,
and start your collection!
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Collect Me!

A

D

B

E

C

F

A. 01: Dreamboat™
Foundry-cast brass frame, standard acrylic pieces.
Bent-tension pin. Chance of acquisition: 1/5.
Assembly required. $159

B. 02: Rodeo™
Foundry-cast brass frame, standard acrylic pieces.
Bent-tension pin. Chance of acquisition: 1/5.
Assembly required. $159

C. 03: Diary™
Foundry-cast brass frame, standard acrylic pieces.
Bent-tension pin. Chance of acquisition: 1/5.
Assembly required. $159

D. 04: Space™
Foundry-cast brass frame, standard and premium
acrylic pieces. Bent-tension pin. Chance of
acquisition: 1/10. Assembly required. $159

E. 05: Dressup™
Foundry-cast brass frame, standard and premium
acrylic pieces. Bent-tension pin. Chance of
acquisition: 1/10. Assembly required. $159

F. 06: Party™
Foundry-cast brass frame, standard and premium
acrylic pieces. Bent-tension pin. Chance of
acquisition: 1/10. Assembly required. $159
10

Collect Me!™ brooches—
at only $159 each, you
can collect all 9 styles!*

The Line Product Catalog
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The Line Product Catalog

Collect Me!

G. 07: Magic™ Artist-cast sterling silver frame, standard and premium acrylic pieces.
Standard double pin. Chance of acquisition: 1/25. Assembly required. $159

H. 08: Casino™ Artist-cast sterling silver frame, standard and premium acrylic pieces.
Standard double pin. Chance of acquisition: 1/25. Assembly required. $159
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G

H

13
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*CONTENTS OF EACH BOX VARIES AND REMAINS A MYSTERY UNTIL AFTER PURCHASE. BY PURCHASING, YOU CONSENT TO POTENTIALLY RECEIVING A LESS-VALUABLE/RARE BROOCH. NO REFUNDS.

I. 09: Unicorn™ Mystery Brooch. Hand-fabricated, 24K gold-plated sterling silver frame, premium acrylic
pieces. Standard double pin. Chance of acquisition: 1/50. One-of-a-kind. Limited assembly required. $159

The Line Product Catalog
Collect Me!
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Collect Me!

COLLECT ME! UNBOXING
Box contents will vary. Photo by Ian Shiver.
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Collect Me!

COLLECT ME! 01: DREAMBOAT
Mid-assembly. Photo by Ian Shiver.
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Art Over Time

ART/TIME SUBSCRIPTION BOX
To be followed monthly by 11 sets of charms. Photo by Ian Shiver.

Art Over Time™
Art Over Time™ is a year-long subscription brooch.
The first month, you will receive a brooch base and
a set of 5 default charms. After that, the fun begins:
each month, you will receive a mystery pack of 5
themed charms. Wear the themed charms together,
or mix and match with charms from previous
months. Choose from 7,624,512 possible combinations!
Customize your brooch to match your mood, outfit,
or destination! These brooches come in a very
limited edition, so act quickly—reserve your Art Over
Time™ brooch today! Coming soon to your mailbox!
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5 “Default (Oval)” charms. $199.99*

glitter. Green plastic side-release buckle charm holsters. Comes with

Cast sterling silver frame, premium acrylic front with chunky gold

A. Goldmine™ Brooch Base

Comes with 5 “Default (Oval)” charms. $199.99*

start-shaped glitter. Pink plastic side-release buckle charm holsters.

Cast sterling silver frame, premium acrylic front with holographic,

B. Holograph™ Brooch Base

A

C

Cast sterling frame, premium acrylic front with rainbow confetti
glitter. Burgundy plastic side-release buckle charm holsters. Comes
with 5 “Default (Oval)” charms. $199.99*

Gray plastic side-release buckle charm holsters. Comes with 5
“Default (Oval)” charms. $199.99*

F

Cast sterling frame, premium acrylic front with chunky silver glitter.

E

D. Roller Rink™ Brooch Base

D

C. Discoball™ Brooch Base

The Line Product Catalogue
Art Over Time
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$19.99/month.

Other materials and colors will vary. Clips to base via plastic side-release buckle.

*$199.99 INCLUDES BROOCH BASE AND ONE SET OF DEFAULT CHARMS. A SUBSCRIPTION FOR SUBSEQUENT CHARMS IS REQUIRED UPON PURCHASE.

24

Art/Time Charm Subscription. 5 Charms/month for 11 months. Hand-sewn nylon ribbon.

E. Art Over Time™ Charm Subscription

The Line Product Catalogue
Art Over Time

ART/TIME CHARMS
See far left for pricing information. Photo by Ian Shiver.
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Art Over Time

ART/TIME UNBOXING
Month 1 of brooch subscription. Photo by Ian Shiver.
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Art Over Time

ART/TIME BROOCHES WITH CHARMS
All available brooch base styles with month 1, month 2, month 3,
and month 4 charms. Photo by Ian Shiver.
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Build Your Own!

BUILD YOUR OWN—THE EXQUISITE CORPSE BROOCH
With standard brass pinbacks and special upgrade pinbacks.
Photo by Ian Shiver.

Build Your Own!™
Coming soon to an internet near you, Build Your
Own!™ is the world’s first Exquisite Corpse Brooch™!
Build Your Own™ makes it possible for you to buy,
build, and bear your very own contemporary jewelry
piece. Assemble your own unique collection of
Endcaps™ and Personality Pieces™ in the colors,
patterns, and styles that define you, and then wear
them for the world to see! These magnetic brooches
are so easy to put together and take apart—just
snap together and go! Want to change it up? Buy
a new Personality Piece™! Want to make room for
more Personality Pieces™? Buy a Silver Edition™
or Gold Edition™ upgrade kit to make your brooch
bigger and better! You’re not like everyone else,
so why buy a brooch like anyone else’s? Endcaps™,

Personality Pieces™, and upgrade kits are all
sold separately.
30
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Build Your Own!

BUILD YOUR OWN—THE EXQUISITE CORPSE BROOCH
With standard brass pinbacks and special upgrade pinbacks.
Photo by Ian Shiver.
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On Collectibles

By Hannah Oatman

1

On Collectibles

Written by Hannah Oatman

a tale as old as at least 1997

Book designed by Hannah Oatman.
Illustration by Horace Castelli c. 1877.

hen I was seven, a certain kind of trading card—
now a ubiquitous media franchise—became extremely popular.
As soon as the recess bell rang, it seemed like absolutely everyone
was either engaged in a trade or looking down at their collection
of cards—the 90’s schoolyard equivalent of a just-landed plane’s
passengers checking their iPhones. There was a game associated
with the cards, but the game didn’t really matter, the cards did.
The cards mattered so much that they were soon outlawed from
the playground.
I failed to see the appeal of the cards or the television show
that accompanied them, but a boy in my class gave me a single
card, because he thought the character represented on it was too
girly—and he had three of them, anyway. I held onto it because
I wanted to feel included; I could say that I had a collection
without really lying. But it was nothing like the collection of
the boy who gave it to me, which was housed in a special binder
filled with plastic sheets lined with trading-card-sized pockets.
The card he gave me was stuffed in front of the other two that
he had, in the same pocket. Some pockets were empty: these
were aspirational spaces which he hoped to fill with specific
cards one day.
Werner Muensterberger, the author-psychoanalystpsychiatrist responsible for the oft-referenced Collecting: An
Unruly Passion: Psychological Perspectives, defines collecting as
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“the selecting, gathering, and keeping of objects of subjective
value.”1 It is highly individual, but “taste, choice, and style are
inevitably affected, albeit often unconsciously, by the Zeitgeist,
the spirit and the sociocultural climate of the era.” 2 While a
collection is always valuable to the person who has assembled
it, it is often additionally a signifier of wealth or taste. It is
influenced by trends because everyone is influenced by trends,
but each object is a product—and therefore showcase—of the
collector’s cultural prowess. Most collections are displayed,
and for whom? Is it for the collector to admire what they have
done, or to show it off to others? If a child collects cards because
all of their peers seem to be doing it, are they collecting for
themselves, or merely to fit in? Would the cards in the binder
still be valuable if nobody but the boy collector cared to look
at them?
The type of card-collecting we are familiar with today—
the blind purchases of packs, the resale market, and the longdistance trading—began in the ‘70s, when Baby Boomers
sought out the baseball cards they’d had in their childhood,
eventually driving the prices of more desirable cards into
the thousands. 3 Before that, baseball cards were so common
and so inexpensive that they were treated—perhaps more
appropriately—as disposable playthings. When they began to
regain popularity as collectibles, card manufacturers eventually
caught on and began producing new ones in large quantities.
After these companies flooded the market with the newly-issued
packs, causing the cardboard bubble to burst, they realized that
they could manufacture scarcity by intentionally making fewer

5

of the more desirable cards. 4 This system proved so effective that
it is still used in nearly every contemporary collectible.
Scarcity, planned or not, is what draws so many collectors
to this particular hobby: it not only gives you the rush of
excitement that accompanies an evanescent mystery, but also
gives you as the collector confidence that your cards (or at least
some of your cards) are certifiably special. If the manufacturer
says it, it must be so.
The card the boy collector gave me was, I assume,
a common card. It must have had very little trading value,
otherwise he wouldn’t have given it to me (even though he had
three of them). If it was a valuable card, he could have used it to
get another card that he didn’t already have. Rarity begets value:
even if rarity is a decision made by a manufacturer, the fact
remains that there are fewer of one thing than another—and
the fewer there are, the more special it is. Since the object is an
extension of its owner, its value reflects back onto the collector.
As Muensterberger observes, “attaching any sort of power or…
life-force to objects makes them special, which in turn is meant
to make their owner special or different.” 5
When an object enchants you—and you feel an
overwhelming desire to obtain it—you may not care much
about its actual, material worth. The collector thus resembles a
“religious believer,” according to Muensterberger, who “assigns
power and value to these objects because their presence and
possession seems to have a modifying—usually pleasuregiving—function in the owner’s mental state.” 6 If the object is
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special enough to affect you, and you’re enlightened enough to
recognize its importance, it must make you special by extension.
Similarly, the collection can lend specialness to an object that
was otherwise relatively unimportant: my single trading card
had very little value on its own, but in a set, it would have been
an important step towards completion. An object may just be
an object, but the collected object becomes part of something
greater, and thusly, the collector is part of something greater.
This feeling can become particularly potent when the
collector is surrounded by peers who share (and validate) their
passion. Muensterberger depicts collecting as a solitary and
often lonely hobby whose practitioners can be desperate for
affirmation, but a collecting fad comes with the implication of a
cohort, and a manufactured collectible like trading cards turns
the implication into a promise.
Some of the cards my childhood peers collected were
special not only because they were rare, but also because they
had different physical qualities than the others. These were the
holographic and so-called “foil” cards, which were especially
valuable because they were both rare and materially different.
This idea, too, originated with baseball cards: in order to boost
the singular nature (and the value) of some cards, manufacturers
began to experiment with different surfaces, and eventually,
with actual relics from players, like splinters from a baseball
bat they once used.7 These cards may cost more for the
manufacturer to produce, but they are supplemented by the
collector’s frenzied purchase of cheaper cards—purchases that
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the collector will repeat as often as they are able to until they are
satisfied with their array. It is difficult to begin a collection and
then resist the urge to complete it. Once the first pack has been
opened, sorted, and appraised, the trap has been set: a collection
has begun.

the commodity and the currency were the same thing. The
intentional, manufactured collectible preys on an innate desire
to own sets of valuable objects, but it functions differently from,
say, a collection of antique teapots or seashells. The desire for
these objects is sparked socially rather than individually.

Most children collect things, and in doing so, they learn
“the rules of taste and nomenclature.” 8 Perhaps their collection
is somehow a learning experience, or a form of play, or an
obsession, but it’s difficult to imagine that it is motivated by
practicality. And while the ‘rules of taste’ can sway a collector
towards a certain category, no two collections will ever be
exactly alike—even if they both buy the same packs of trading
cards. There is always personal preference involved. Maybe
it’s hard not to fall in love with a foil card, but which of the
available characters is your favorite, and why? Is it the most
powerful? The most resilient? The cutest? The least girly? Is it
the same as your best friend’s favorite, or is it different?

On the playground, the collectibles strengthen social
bonds more than they act as financial investments. The blindpackaged sets of cards are readily and easily available; you do
not need to spend hours at auctions, at estate sales, on eBay,
or in the wilderness to find them. But there is a caveat: the
collector has no choice in which cards they actually get until
they have already spent their money—that is, unless they
engage with other collectors. When purchasing the cards in
a shop, the inability to see which cards you are getting turns
collecting into a lottery, where there will be some sort of pay-off
no matter what, but not necessarily the one that was hoped for.
Trading with other collectors is a guarantee instead of a gamble.

Aside from the choices that the franchise behind the
trading cards makes—their attempts to direct the collector’s
desires with foil and holograms and limited editions—each
collector has their own taste. They may buy their first set of
trading cards because all the other kids at school have them,
but they could also have taken a shine to a certain character and
want a tangible object to commemorate their fandom.

Collecting, then, isn’t the solitary and desperate activity
that the experts make it out to be. The social bonds formed
from trading, showing off, and discussing one’s collection
are as much a hallmark of collecting as the furious “hunt.”
Even in the famously-impersonal digital world, there are
hundreds of online forums where collectors gather to discuss
the things that they’re passionate about, forming networks
around their common avocations. This passion determines the
object’s worth: for something to be collectible, people need to
believe in it.

The beauty of trading cards is that they form a community
of mutual interest, where collectors can mutually benefit from a
system of barter. In the playground-scale economy of my youth,
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Some objects don’t need manufactured scarcity, marketing,
or trends to be collectible. Jewelry is small, widely available,
covetable, pretty, and easily displayed—and nearly everyone
owns at least one piece. Unlike trading cards (or teapots, or
bottle caps, or telegraph insulators), it is meant to be worn
on the body, so there is a perfect means for displaying your
collection built right in. You don’t need to seek out fellow
collectors in order to show it off, you simply need to leave the
house. It’s so easy to collect jewelry that nearly everyone in every
culture does—that is, unless the jewelry also happens to be art.

As an older generation of collectors disappears, a void is
revealed—a new kind of aspirational space. Contemporary
jewelers eagerly await these spaces to be filled, but few make
any attempt to encourage it. We believe in this work, so we
just assume that other people will, too. If the status quo was
sustainable in the long-term, though, would there be an aging
population of established collectors? Wouldn’t there be new
collectors, young and old, falling in love with contemporary
jewelry on a regular basis? Where are they? What can be done
to bring them in?

Contemporary jewelry, or “art jewelry”, was established half
a century ago, more or less. A fledgling field with conflicting
goals, unclear vision, and almost zero public recognition, it has
its own problems when it comes to collecting: the patrons who
fervently purchased work from promising jewelers in the early
and formative days of the field—collectors like Helen Drutt
and Susan Cummins—are not getting any younger, to put it
politely. Because the field is so small, collectors are few and far
between, and this problem is exacerbated by contemporary
jewelry’s tendency to alienate outsiders. It’s weird, it’s expensive,
it’s garish, and wait…is it supposed to be art, or jewelry?

The companies that manufacture mass-produced collectibles have perfected the art of inciting demand. Trading cards
are made of plastic-coated paper. Without the recognizable
characters and the brand name, they are virtually worthless.
Just like anything else, they can only function as long as there
is demand, and as long as there is trust in the system they exist
within. No matter how unusual, significant, beautiful, or useful
something is, it is worthless unless it is wanted. Even though
as a child I didn’t understand what was so enticing about those
cards, I held onto the one I had, because I recognized that these
objects had social currency. Collected objects always have social
currency, but the manufactured collectible recognizes this and
uses it to its advantage.

With hundreds of newly minted contemporary jewelers
graduating each year from colleges and universities around the
world, it’s impossible not to ask: who is going to buy all of this
work when the wealthy collectors die off? Who are we really
making it for? Is contemporary jewelry a fad, a flash in the pan,
like so many collectibles before it?
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The value of trading cards comes from two places: from
the highly legible, wide-reaching appeal of a portable, visually
stimulating, shiny, playable object, and from the community of
trusting collectors. Jewelry shares many of these qualities, but
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it seems to lack a community that will commit to believing in
it—or at least, a community that will put its money where its
mouth is.
While other formats of visual art are snapped up as
speculative capital, contemporary jewelry is occasionally
purchased, but usually sits in boxes and drawers belonging to its
maker. A well-respected and successful jeweler and metalsmith
once joked to me that she is the greatest collector of her own
work. Where is our social currency? Are we too self-important
to consider our potential audience? If a brooch falls in a drawer
and nobody is there to wear it…well, what’s the point? If
we don’t start making work that is appealing, accessible, and
affordable, our audience will never grow. If our audience never
grows, our field will die out with its collectors—nothing is
valuable in a vacuum.
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The End
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(for contemporary
jewelry)

Written, designed, printed, & bound by Hannah Oatman.

In order to have a
purpose, and in order
to justify its existence,
an object needs to be
loved—or, at the very
least, cared about.
We’re all familiar with
the trail of plastic junk
that consumer culture
leaves in its wake, and
many of us romanticize
the “handmade,” a term
which seems to exist
more for the purpose
of marketing than for

accurate description.
The process, in the end,
doesn’t really matter—
the result does.
People are socialized
to care about jewelry.
We know it can be highly
symbolic, or an heirloom, or a stand-in for a
loved one. Fine jewelry,
costume jewelry, stickon earrings—it’s all easy
to love for as long as it
lasts (and diamonds are
forever).

When I buy something, I want it to be
good and special. I can’t
define exactly what
makes an object good
and special, but I know
it when I see it. Good
can mean beautiful, or
well-made, or highly
functional. Special often
means I am convinced
that this thing is the best
version of whatever it
is—or at least the best
version that I can afford.

If it’s limited edition, it
feels especially special.
Maybe contemporary
jewelers think that their
work is automatically
good because it’s “art.”
Maybe they think it’s
automatically special
because it’s one-of-akind. But we need to
make things that people
care about. Things
that people can fall in
love with. Things that
people see and keep

thinking about for days
afterwards. Jewelry is
inherently participatory,
and we must allow
people to participate.
We make things
that are small, highly
portable, and usually
wearable. As jewelers,
we have an opportunity,
more than practitioners
of any other art form, to
make things that people
can afford and display
proudly.

We can make people
feel beautiful, or formidable, or cultured, or
subversive, or playful—
and that’s powerful. Our
ideas—our conceptual
backbones—should not
alienate or intimidate
the audience. This is
jewelry! Let’s make it
lovable.

Hannah Oatman
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COLLECT ME!
a flipbook by Hannah Oatman

featuring photos by Ian Shiver
(see printed thesis book for full version)

Art Over Time
a flipbook by Hannah Oatman

featuring photos by Ian Shiver
(see printed thesis book for full version)

Build Your Own!
a flipbook by Hannah Oatman

featuring photos by Ian Shiver
(see printed thesis book for full version)

CUSTOMER RELATIONS #1
written by Hannah Oatman

based on real events & interactions

01. INTERIOR - HANNAH’S STUDIO AT HOUSTON CENTER
FOR CONTEMPORARY CRAFT
We are in a 10 x 20 “ room in the back of a small
museum, equipped with jewelry and metalsmithing
equipment. There is a shelf full of finished
artwork near the entrance. The door is open,
indicating that visitors may enter the room to
interact with the artist while she works. Hannah
is sitting at her jeweler’s bench, sawing a sheet
of metal.
VISITOR
(walking into the studio)
Did you make these?
HANNAH
Yep, that’s all my work.
VISITOR
So, wait ... do you make art, or
jewelry?
HANNAH
It’s both.
Visitor frowns, nods slowly, and walks out of the
room.
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02. SUBJECT:

Necklace

<On Oct 15, 2019, at 4:14 PM, Potential
Buyer wrote:>
Hi Hannah,
I just saw your work at the OBJECTS: REDUX
show and really like it. How much is the
large necklace?
Thanks,
Potential Buyer
[Hannah googles Potential Buyer to find they
are a donor to museums, hospitals, and other
institutions in the area. This is encouraging.]
<On Oct 15, 2019, at 7:05PM, Hannah
Oatman wrote:>
Hi Potential Buyer,
Thank you for your interest in my work!
That necklace is one of my favorites. It
took over 60 house to make, and features
quite a bit of silver and some 18K gold
accents! Its gallery price is $1,800, but I
do a 10% discount for direct sales, so it
would be $1,620. Let me know if you have
any other questions.
Best,
Hannah Oatman
<On Oct 18, 2019, at 3:25PM, Potential
Buyer wrote:>
Hi Hannah, thanks. I will get back to you.
[Potential Buyer does not get back to Hannah.]
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03. INTERIOR - HANNAH’S STUDIO AT HOUSTON CENTER
FOR CONTEMPORARY CRAFT
We are once again at Hannah’s HCCC studio. She is
at her work station, cutting paper for a collage.
VISITOR
(eyeing the work on display)
So, what are these made of?
HANNAH
Most of them are enameled steel,
sterling silver, and 18K gold.
VISITOR
Enamel? I have a friend who makes
enamel pins.
HANNAH
Oh, that’s cool! Most of what we think
of as “enamel pins” are a slightly
different kind of enamel than this, so
your friend might be making something
pretty different from these.
VISITOR
Yes, my friend makes pins of dogs. She
used to sell them for a good amount of
money.
HANNAH
That’s neat.
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VISITOR
Yeah. You should make pins of dogs!
HANNAH
Well, that’s not exactly the kind of
thing I’m interested in.
VISITOR
You could make a lot of money.
HANNAH
Well, I’m an artist, so that isn’t
really the point.
VISITOR
Just something to think about!
The visitor grins, takes another look around, and
exits the studio.
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04. INTERIOR - COLLECT ME! POP-UP EXHIBITION AT
NEW YORK CITY JEWELRY WEEK
We are at the temporary New York City Jewelry
Week headquarters in SoHo. The room is separated
into several small, pop-up exhibitions, one of
which features Hannah’s Collect Me! Kiosk.
There is an older woman walking around the
room—a very wealthy contemporary jewelry
collector (she even owns an apartment on 5th
Avenue). Collectors are few and far between,
and the exhibiting artists are all on their
best behavior, hoping she will purchase
something from them.
COLLECTOR
(approaching the Collect Me! Kiosk)
Tell me about what you have here.
HANNAH
Sure! So, this exhibition is called
“Collect Me!”, and I’ve made 50
brooches, they’re in all of these
boxes here. They come unassembled, so
you have to snap them out of their
little plastic squares and put them
together based on the instructions in
the box. They come in different tiers
of value and scarcity ...
To demonstrate, Hannah begins to show the
collector the sample pieces she has set up on
top of her kiosk.
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HANNAH (CONT’D)
... So, for these ones with solid
colored plastic and cast brass frames
there are 10 of each, for the ones
with sparkly pieces and cast brass
frames there are 5 of each ... for
the cast silver frames and sparkly
pieces there are two of each ... and
then there is one completely handfabricated frame that is sterling
silver plated with 24K gold with only
extra-fancy sparkly pieces. That one
is a mystery, so I don’t have a sample
of it out here. The brooches are only
$159 each, but these are “blind
boxes”, so you don’t know what piece
you’re going to get until after you
buy it and open the box.
COLLECTOR
I have some advice for you.
HANNAH
(Trying to remain upbeat and polite)
Okay!
COLLECTOR
I think that it’s great that you put
them together yourself. Very smart. I
like that. But I don’t think it’s a
good idea that I don’t get to pick the
one I want.
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HANNAH
Well, it’s an important part of the
concept. And it’s also why they’re so
inexpensive for contemporary jewelry—
the ‘less valuable’ pieces supplement
the more valuable ones.
COLLECTOR
(Pointing to the pieces
with sparkles in them)
But these, you see, these ones just
aren’t my taste. I don’t like the
glitter. I would be unhappy if I got
one of these.
HANNAH
Well, I have great news. You have a
60% chance of getting one of the solid
color brooches!
ONLOOKER
(Joins in upon overhearing)
How about we both buy one, and we can
trade if you don’t like yours?
COLLECTOR
(Ignoring them)
I don’t think people will want to buy
them if they can’t pick. That’s just
my two cents. You should really think
about what I’ve said.
The collector walks away (and, for the
record, doesn’t buy anything from the other
artists, either).
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05. INTERIOR - HANNAH’S STUDIO AT HOUSTON CENTER
FOR CONTEMPORARY CRAFT
Hannah is working in her studio, as usual, when a
middle-aged man walks into the room (it’s always
a middle-aged man, isn’t it?).
VISITOR
Jewelry, huh?
HANNAH
Yep, I’m a ‘contemporary jeweler,’
so I make jewelry that’s also art——
jewelry just happens to be the format
I use to express myself.
VISITOR
Do you ever put diamonds or rubies in
these?
HANNAH
Uh, no, not really. That’s more of a
‘conventional jewelry’ kind of thing.
VISITOR
I think you would sell more of your
work if you put diamonds and rubies in
it.
HANNAH
Well...with contemporary jewelry, it’s
not so much about appealing to the
largest group of people as it is about
making something meaningful.
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VISITOR
Have you ever been to a gem show?
Diamonds and rubies are cheaper than
you think.
HANNAH
(beginning to show signs of annoyance)
I’m aware of how much gemstones cost,
they’re just not something that really
suits the kind of work that I make.
VISITOR
But you could just put them in the
pieces you’re already making! Like
here, here, and here.
The visitor gestures to the areas on a brooch
that he believes would be enhanced by rubies
and diamonds.
HANNAH
I’m not going to do that.
VISITOR
Well, I’ll come back in a couple of
months and see if you’ve taken any of
my suggestions.
The visitor flashes a friendly finger-gun
gesture, smiles ‘knowingly’, and leaves the room.
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THE END
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These photos were taken by collectors
of “Collect Me!”, who purchased brooches
during the “Collect Me!” Pop-up exhibition
at the New York City Jewelry Week (NYCJW)
headquarters in SoHo in November 2019.
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Assembled “Dreamboat” brooch
Photo: Mary Kay Palazzo
@marykaypalazzo

“Dreamboat” brooch on Mary
Photo: Sheryll Roonan
@sheryllnuffer
Friends assembling Collect Me! brooches together in
their Airbnb during NYC Jewelry Week
Photo: Jackie Andrews
@jackiegemcreative
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Customer Relations #2

Customer Relations #2
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“Rodeo” Brooch, fully assembled next
to extra buttons, plastic discard
pieces, and mini file
Photo: Talya Kantro

“Rodeo” Brooch, unboxed and unassembled
Photo: Talya Kantro
@talyakantro
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Customer Relations #2

Customer Relations #2
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“Diary” brooch on Brooklyn
Photo: Faye Ticzon
@killerpinecones

“Diary” brooch on Faye
Photo: Faye Ticzon

“Diary” brooch on Sheryll
Photo: Sheryll Roonan
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Customer Relations #2

Customer Relations #2
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Jackie with her fully assembled
“Space” brooch
Photo: Jackie Andrews
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Customer Relations #2

Jackie at a NYCJW opening wearing her
“Space” brooch
Photo: Jackie Andrews

Customer Relations #2
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Ariella wearing her “Dressup” brooch
Photo: Ariella Har-Even
@ariella.hareven
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Customer Relations #2

Customer Relations #2
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“Party” brooch, pre-assembly
Photo: Christianne Teague
@xtianneteague
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“Party” brooch on Christianne
Photo: Christianne Teague’s dad

Customer Relations #2

Russell wearing his “Party” brooch
Photo: Russell Jones
@russelljonesjewelry

Customer Relations #2
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Matt unboxing his “Magic” brooch next to the
Collect Me! Kiosk at NYCJW
Photo: Emiko Oye
@emikoorewear
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Customer Relations #2

Raïssa wearing her “Magic” brooch
Photo: Raïssa Bump
@raissabump

Customer Relations #2
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Andrea’s “Casino” brooch post-assembly
Photo: Andrea Rosales-Balcarcel

Andrea assembling her “Casino” brooch
Photo: Andrea Rosales-Balcarcel
@andrea.balcarcel.studio
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Customer Relations #2

Customer Relations #2
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DECK OF PRECEDENTS™
A CARD GAME FOR 3-6 PLAYERS BY HANNAH OATMAN

The Deck Of Precedents™ is an ultra-fun game in which you
and 2-5 of your friends can invent your very own Master of
Fine Arts Thesis on topics such as consumerism, products, and
contemporary jewelry!
HERE’S HOW TO PLAY:
1. The player that most recently bought something will be
the Consumer™ for the first round. The other players will be
the Sellers™.
2. Shuffle pink, blue, and green cards into three separate piles.
3. Each Seller™ draws three (3) pink Quote and three (3)
blue Art cards.
4. The Consumer™ draws one (1) green Topic card, reads the
topic and definition aloud, and places it face up on the table.
5. Each Seller™ must try to create a coherent, funny, and
completely fascinating Thesis topic using one (1) pink Quote card
and (1) blue Art card. Be as descriptive and flowery as possible—
the more pretense, the better! Show off your art history and
pop-culture knowledge and let everyone know how smart you
are! For example:

“My MFA Thesis, based around the idea of SELLING
OUT, is best exemplified in Elmgreen & Dragset’s 2005
installation PRADA MARFA—a favorite of celebrities
like Beyoncé—in which the items in the shop never
actually sell at all. As shops have become more
aestheticized, and as galleries have become more
commercial, I believe that art galleries today are,
in fact, nothing more than glorified shops. CHRISTOPH
GRUNENBERG perhaps puts it best: ‘Today’s minimalist
shops have their origin in the so-called ‘white cube’
galleries, mimicking art’s presence at an autonomous
space free from the debasing influence of commerce,
and employing the same strategies of aesthetic
enhancement and elevation through elegant isolation.’”

6. Each Seller™ must state their Thesis out loud to the Consumer™.
The Consumer™ will choose the best thesis, and the winning
Seller™ puts the successful pink, blue, and green cards into their
own pile of successes, to be counted at the end of the game.
7. Any unsuccessful cards are shuffled back into the proper piles.
8. For round two, the role of Consumer™ will shift one player to
the left. The former Consumer™ is now a Seller™, and one of the
Sellers™ is now a Consumer™.
9. The game continues in this manner until one of the piles runs
out. At that point, the players will count their piles of successes.
The player with the most successes wins.

THIS
TRYING
TIME™
Selling In Solidarity
By Hannah Oatman

In mid-March 2020, as you may well
know, the COVID-19 pandemic forced
just about everything in the United
States to close down. This included
the Rhode Island School of design,
where I was in my final semester as
an MFA candidate in Jewelry and
Metalsmithing.
I can’t pretend that it didn’t impact
my studio work, my education, or
this book, but I can say that it made
me think about the marketing and
advertising I’d been researching in a
different way—boy, did advertising
sure get strange quickly.

We as consumers are often expected
to keep the economy going in times of
turmoil. It’s not up to the government,
it’s up to us.
Corporations and businesses didn’t know
how to react to the crisis (nobody really
did), so they did what they always do:
advertise. The resulting campaigns were
both disturbing and funny in their tonedeaf, desperate language.
Anyway, here are some ads I made. If
you’re a big corporation and you need
some ads, I’m available for hire.

GREETINGS,__________,
VALUED CUSTOMER

We here at Big Corporation are taking
COVID-19 really seriously. That’s why
this email is not about the thing we’re
selling—it’s about how seriously we
take COVID-19. We’re working very
hard to keep everything good and safe.
We will get through this together, we
and you. We hope that next time you
buy something from a big corporation,
you remember how good and safe we
were during this trying time.

FEELING
DEPRESSED?
Us, too! Here’s some distracting
content that has nothing to do
with our products!
Feeling better? Click this link
to see a real ad!

TOPS TO WEAR
...for only getting dressed
from the waist up! You know,
because of video meetings!
Haha! This is all pretty funny
if you really think about it!
Wash your hands!

STAYING HOME?
Oh neat, us too! Here at This Company,
we know that’s what people do now! Buy
these things that you can wear/use when
you’re at home! We pivoted! We get it!
Here’s what our team is doing to stay safe:
-Practicing self care with this product
-Boosting productivity with this product
-Sending these emails from a socially
responsible distance
We’re in this together! WFH! WFH! #wfh

SHOP OUR NEW
SPRING COLLECTION!
Don’t worry about it! Check
out our cute and casual new
stuff, just like you normally
would! We think that these
products will definitely LIFT
YOUR MOOD, but try not to
read into that!

Infinite
Glut
Hannah Oatman

Infinite Glut
Hannah Oatman

We live in a time of abundance: abundance
of choice, of junk, of options. You can walk
into a Starbucks and choose one of tens of
thousands of drink combinations. You can
buy a Daikon radish, a Japanese winter
vegetable, in Providence, Rhode Island in
the middle of July. The internet provides us
with an infinite glut of imagery, ideas, and
entertainment.
We are all so accustomed to
advertising that we hardly think to complain
about it anymore. We have to consciously
decide to keep our phones in our pockets
when we are having a conversation, and as a
result, corporations have an almost-constant
link to consumers’ inner lives. Everyone and
everything always seems to be selling
something. I can’t leave my house without
spending $10. I can’t walk down the street
without refreshing my instagram feed.

“Capitalist” is a dirty word now, and
we’re only supposed to buy things that “spark
joy” but according to journalist Rob Walker,
most people will admit that “some objects
matter a great deal—not least because of their
relationships to other people or larger ideas.
In other words, the things that [matter have]
meaning precisely because they [are] symbols:
The crucifix, the wedding ring, the diploma,
and the trophy are some obvious examples
of things that exist purely to join us to—to
symbolize—something else.”1
As uncomfortable as we may be
labeling ourselves as consumers, our guilt is
absolved when it comes to owning things that
mean something—objects that seem to have
a “higher purpose”, whatever that may be.
A crucifix doesn’t transport you back to the
dollar bin you fished it out of at the Christmas
Tree Shop; it reminds you of your experiences

with what it represents. Isn’t that why we
place so much value on art—because it is
more than the sum of its materials, more than
a function?
The things that we are accustomed to
calling “high art” are the same things we think
of as examples of “culture.” But culture doesn’t
exist exclusively on stage, or in museums, or
in the finest designed objects. It doesn’t only
exist in things that are handmade or beautiful.
It’s in the generic dishwasher soap bottle you
bought at CVS last week. It’s in the tacky pair
of socks your grandmother bought for you at
Wal-Mart. It’s in everything you’ve ordered
from Amazon recently.
In fact, culture is more saturated in the
objects we actually choose to buy and own
than it is in a singular artwork. How can Starry
Night compete with that IKEA bed frame that
half of your friends own? How can Fountain

compete with an advertisement that receives
thousands of imprints per day? And while
we’re at it, which is a more “cultural” object: a
one-of-a-kind piece of art jewelry, or a heart
pendant from Tiffany’s?
Art was, at one time, primarily craft,
and everything was handmade. Painters,
potters, and smiths weren’t so much “artists”
as they were people doing their jobs. In
recent centuries, the artist is no longer an
anonymous laborer, but a celebrity. Thanks
to media coverage and celebrity culture,
artists became content in and of themselves,
even overshadowing their actual art. The idea
of the artist-celebrity, writes art critic and
theorist Boris Groys, “culminated in abstract
art, in which artists began to consider the form
of their artworks as their content. The function
of content providing was now fulfilled by
journalism and art history.” 2

There was a point, then, when artists
no longer felt a need to make communicative
work: they knew that other people would
speculate, debate, and communicate for
them. The transference of a concept, feeling,
or even mood was no longer the artist’s
responsibility—but Groys posits that as “the
internet changed this condition by allowing
artists to become the providers of their own
content,” 3 the onus was put back on us to
make work which is genuinely meaningful—
not meaningful simply because we say it is.
The “artist-as-content”4 is becoming a thing
of the past.
As we navigate the brave new world
of art in the digital age, we have to adapt
to new ways of presenting and looking at
things. The images that fill catalogues
of exhibitions past, with their plain white
backgrounds, their flatness, and their

neutrality, don’t stand out in social medialand. It is naive to ignore the prevalence of
the screen, or over-romanticize the physical.
If you make physical objects, your images,
branding, and captions had better convince
the viewer that it’s worth trekking to a
gallery to see them up close…or better still,
that they’re worth buying.
I’m tired of novels being set 30 years
in the past to avoid the distinctly unromantic
reality of awkwardly texting your crush or
expressing your love via emoji. It’s not true—
at least, not anymore—that the physical
world is “real” and the internet is “fake.” We
use our phones to communicate with friends
and loved ones, to help us remember who it
was that sang that song in that commercial
from 2004, to attract potential romantic
partners, and to avoid walking to the corner
store. That virtual world is as much a part

of our reality as anything else, and it permeates into everything.
Art, design, consumer culture, and
advertising are no longer separate entities,
but vague categories with porous borders.
These days, a successful object has to
live its life as we do: with one foot on the
ground and the other in an ever-expanding
digital space. It has to photograph well,
seduce your followers, and communicate
its meaning in 140 characters or less (your
artist statement is tl;dr).
This is the era of catfishing, robocalls,
spam folders, and fake news. When everything seems to be masquerading as something it isn’t, and your camera roll is full of
flattering selfies, and your sister has a finsta,
and your brother is a reddit parrot, the
physicality of objects provides a respite—
because if we can hold something in our
hands and look at it, we know it’s real...right?

1
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Baudrillard, Jean. Simulacra and Simulation. Translated by Sheila Faria
Glaser. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2018.
Simulacra and Simulation describes the idea of simulacra,
beginning with the Borges fable in which the cartographers of
an empire make a map so detailed that it exactly covers the land.
This is a myth about a perfect simulation, but Baudrillard believes
that society is no longer a “reality” being imitated by a map, but
a hyper-reality attempting to disguise the fact that there is no
longer a reality to imitate (like the icons of a god that doesn’t
really exist). Where once the simulacrum was a representation,
it is now neither true nor false. The sign becomes the very thing it
represents. He uses examples in media, advertising, politics, and
culture (even including theme parks).
4
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Gali, André, ed. On Collecting. Stuttgart: Arnoldsche Art Publishers, 2017.
On Collecting is a collection of texts by artists, experts, and
collectors in the craft field. They range from essays about
personal collections to musings on the future of the museum
and the public collection. The authors look at collecting from
multiple angles, highlighting its importance in the art world—
both to the individual artists who depend on collectors and to
the public as a whole.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Groys, Boris. In The Flow. Brooklyn: Verso, 2016.
In The Flow is a book of art critic and theorist Boris Groys’ essays
on art in the age of the internet. While at times he bloviates on the
subject, he has some very interesting ideas on where art is and
where it is going—and his insider/outsider view (him being an ‘art
insider’ but not an artist) allows him to be objective in a way that I
often cannot be myself.
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Grunenberg, Christoph, and Max Hollein, eds. Shopping: A Century of
Art and Consumer Culture. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2002.
Shopping is a companion to a 2002 exhibition at the Tate, with
essays by curators, theorists, and artists on the subject of
consumer culture and art. It has been invaluable in both giving
me new ideas and corroborating ideas which I already had.
It has examples of artists with interests similar to mine, and
contains both historical narratives and philosophical musings. It
recognizes the huge impact which industrialization, machination,
and distribution has had on our society, and thusly, on the art
world.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Muensterberger, Warner. Collecting: An Unruly Passion: Psychological
Perspectives. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univ. Press, 1994.
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Muensterberger’s seminal book begins by describing his theories
on where the psychological need to collect comes from, which he
ties to a childhood fear of loneliness and abandonment (which he
believes is a result of not-good-enough “mothering”, showing his
gender biases) and the objects we hold onto to soothe these fears.
He links the compulsion to collect to Freudian theories of control
and anal retentiveness, and even muses (more than once) on Don
Juan as a collector of women. Muensterberger seems to think that
collecting is a fetish-like compulsion. He spends the rest of the
book profiling the cases of specific collectors, many of whom were
so engrossed in the act of collecting that it took over their lives.
This is an informative read, but it is occasionally sexist and often
feels dated.
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Stewart, Susan. On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic,
the Souvenir and the Collection. Durham: Duke University Press, 1993.
On Longing is a poignant and thoughtful meditation on objects
and their lives in culture. She speaks of what objects can
represent, but also on what they mean to and do for us, both as
we encounter them and as we take them into our possession.
On Longing is scholarly in that it is full of research and reference
(Baudrillard is heavily referenced, as is Walter Benjamin), but
philosophical in its musings, and almost poetic in its writing. It is
theoretical and abstract more than it is concrete, but it is full of
interesting ideas about the miniature, the gigantic, the souvenir,
and the collection.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Walker, Rob. Buying In: What We Buy and Who We Are. New York:
Random House, 2009.
Buying In, written by journalist and critic Rob Walker, is a very
thoughtful, thoroughly researched, and extremely accessible
account of consumer culture, marketing, and advertising. His
writing about the object as a “badge” or status symbol, utility
in the form of pleasure, and terminal materialism helped me to
understand what makes jewelry so seductive. Buying In confirmed
many of the thoughts I had about marketing and advertising
with research, anecdotes, and statistics, but it also furthered my
thinking on the subjects in an invaluable way.
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If you’re hungry for more sources, go play with the Deck of Precedents.
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